We carry out a quantum analysis of a dc SQUID mechanical displacement detector, comprising a SQUID with mechanically compliant loop segment, which is embedded in a microwave transmission line resonator. The SQUID is approximated as a nonlinear, current dependent inductance, inducing an external flux tunable, nonlinear Duffing self-interaction term in the microwave resonator mode equation. Motion of the compliant SQUID loop segment is transduced inductively through changes in the external flux threading SQUID loop, giving a ponderomotive, radiation pressure type coupling between the microwave and mechanical resonator modes. Expressions are derived for the detector signal response and noise, and it is found that a soft-spring Duffing self-interaction enables a closer approach to the displacement detection standard quantum limit, as well as cooling closer to the ground state. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been interest in exploiting the nonlinear dynamics of nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) for amplification. 1, 2, 3 The use of nonlinear mechanical resonators to some extent parallels investigations with systems comprising purely electronic degrees of freedom, such as nonlinear superconducting devices incorporating Josephson Junctions (JJ). 4, 5, 6 For example, it was shown that the bistable response of an RF-driven JJ can be employed as a low noise, high-sensitivity amplifier for superconducting qubits. 4 A similar setup consisting of a JJ embedded in a microwave cavity was used to measure the states of a quantronium qubit, 7 where the relevant cavity mode was found to obey the Duffing oscillator equation.
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One area of nanomechanics that has yet to fully explore the possibility of exploiting nonlinearities for sensitive detection involves setups in which a nanomechanical resonator couples either capacitively 9,10,11 or inductively 12,13 to a superconducting microwave transmission line resonator, combining elements from both the above-described NEMS and superconducting systems. Such setups are in some sense the solid-state analogues of optomechanical systems, which ponderomotively couple a movable mirror to the optical field inside a cavity using radiation pressure. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 In both areas, the focus has primarily been on operating in the regime where the cavity and resonator behave to a good approximation as harmonic oscillators interacting via their mutual ponderomotive coupling. However, in the case of microwave cavities, introducing an embedded JJ, 8 or simply driving the cavity close to the superconducting critical temperature, 23 results in the breakdown of the harmonic mode approximation; nonlinear dynamical behavior of the cavity must be taken into account. Furthermore, the ponderomotive coupling term between the microwave or optical cavity mode and mechanical mode is by itself capable of inducing strong, effective nonlinearities in the respective mode equations. In optical systems, such nonlinearities can manifest themselves in the appearance of a bistable (or even multistable) region for the movable mirror. 24, 25 By restricting ourselves to linear microwave cavities, we are overlooking a range of nonlinear phenomena that might enable a closer approach to quantum-limited detection, as well as cooling of the mechanical oscillator closer to its ground state. As an illustration, consider the phase sensitive Josephson parametric amplifier, 26, 27, 28, 29 which exploits the nonlinear effective inductance of the JJ to perform (in principle) noiseless amplification and quantum squeezing of the respective complimentary quadrature amplitudes of the signal oscillator.
In this paper, we will go beyond the usually considered ponderomotively-coupled two oscillator system to include a Duffing nonlinearity in the microwave cavity mode equations.
The closed system model Hamiltonian describing the nonlinear microwave-coupled mechanical oscillators is given by Eq. (26) . The nonlinear microwave mode is externally driven with a pump frequency ω p that can be detuned from the transmission line mode frequency ω T . Our investigation will focus on the nonlinear amplifier created by embedding a dc-SQUID displacement detector into a superconducting microwave transmission line. 12 This has the advantage of significantly larger coupling strengths 30 as compared with existing geometrical coupling schemes. 9, 10, 11 The displacement detector comprises a SQUID with one segment consisting of a doubly-clamped mechanical resonator as shown in Fig. 1 . The net flux, and therefore circulating current, is modulated by the mechanical motion, providing displacement transduction. The capacitively-coupled pump/probe feedline both drives and provides readout of the relevant transmission line resonator mode amplitude (or phase). We will assume transmission line losses are predominantly due to coupling with the feedline, and that the pump drive is coherent. The main irreducible noise source is therefore microwave photon shot noise from the drive that acts back on the mechanical oscillator via the intermediate nonlinear microwave resonator and SQUID. Environmental influences on the mechanical oscillator other than that due to the SQUID detector are simply modelled as a free oscillator thermal bath. By operating the amplifier well below the superconducting critical temperature, and with transmission line currents less than the SQUID JJ's critical current threshold, resistive tunneling of electrons and the associated noise is a negligible contribution. Similar setups involving JJ elements have been considered previously.
12,13,31,32
With JJ plasma frequencies assumed to be larger than both the mechanical and transmission line fundamental mode frequencies, the SQUID can be considered as a passive, effective inductance element that depends on both the externally applied flux and drive current. The effective inductance can therefore be freely tuned by varying these external parameters. Previously, we considered only the lowest, zeroth order expansion of the inductance with respect to the current entering (or exiting) the SQUID, 12 yielding the usual ponderomotively-coupled double harmonic oscillator system. In this companion paper, we include the next leading, quadratic order term, resulting in a nonlinear current dependent inductance. Provided that the current magnitude is small as compared with the JJ's critical current, neglecting higher order terms should not introduce significant errors. The nonlinear inductance induces an effective Duffing (i.e., cubic) self-interaction term in the microwave mode equations of motion. The results presented here apply to a broad class of bosonic detector, which includes optomechanical amplifiers with nonlinear cavities 33 that are describable by Hamiltonian (26) . A related analysis of quantum noise in a Duffing oscillator amplifier is given in Ref. 34 .
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we first derive the truncated Hamiltonian (26) that describes the closed system dynamics of the coupled cavity and mechanical resonator fundamental modes. We then derive the quantum Langevin equations of motion
that describe the open system dynamics in the presence of the pump/probe line and mechanical oscillator's external environment. In Sec. III we find expressions for the detector signal response and noise using a semiclassical treatment of the detector's linear response to the external noise input signal driving the mechanical oscillator. Section IV determines the critical drive current for the onset of bistability (not to be confused with the JJ critical current). Sections V and VI discuss the effects of the microwave mode Duffing nonlinearity on mechanical mode displacement detection and cooling, respectively, giving illustrative examples assuming achievable device parameters. Section VII briefly concludes, while the more technical aspects of the signal and noise term derivations are relegated to the appendix.
II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

A. Closed System Hamiltonian
The displacement detector scheme is shown in Fig. 1 . The device consists of a stripline resonator (transmission line) of length l bisected by a SQUID. The transmission line is characterized by an inductance and capacitance per unit length L T and C T respectively. The SQUID comprises two identical Josephson junctions with critical current I C and capacitance C J . A segment of the SQUID loop is mechanically compliant, forming a doubly clamped resonator of length l osc . We only take into account mechanical fundamental mode displacements in the plane of the loop and assume that the resonator can be modeled effectively as a harmonic oscillator with the y coordinate giving the centre of mass displacement. The magnetic flux threading the loop is given by Φ ext (y) = Φ ext (0) + λB ext l osc y, where Φ ext (0) ≡ Φ ext is the flux with the mechanical oscillator fixed at y = 0, B ext is the externally applied field in the vicinity of the resonator, and λ is a geometrical factor that corrects for the non-uniform displacement of the oscillator along its length. The coupling between mechanical oscillator and external heat bath is characterized by the oscillator amplitude damping rate γ bm , while the pump-probe line-transmission line coupling is characterized by the transmission line amplitude damping rate γ pT . In what follows, we will assume weak couplings (i.e., large quality factors for the transmission line and mechanical oscillator) and also that the dominant dissipation mechanism for the transmission line is due to its coupling to the pump-probe line, γ pT . In analyzing the SQUID dynamics, an appropriate choice of variables is γ ± = (φ 1 ±φ 2 )/2, where φ 1 and φ 2 are the gauge invariant phases across the Josephson junctions, 35 while for the transmission line we choose the phase field φ(x, t). The transmission line current and voltage are described in terms of φ(x, t) using the standard telegraphic relations:
where Φ 0 = h/(2e) is the flux quantum. Assuming that the SQUID can be lumped at the midpoint x = 0 of the transmission line, the equations of motion for the closed system comprising the SQUID, transmission line and mechanical oscillator are given by
and
where 
Using Eqs. (3)- (8), we shall now derive approximate equations of motion describing a single mode of the transmission line interacting with the mechanical oscillator, where the form of the interaction between the two oscillators is governed by the SQUID parameters and boundary conditions. Assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
that the SQUID plasma frequency is much larger than the transmission line mode frequency of interest, ω T , and consequently we shall ignore the SQUID inertia terms in (4) and (5). 
The voltage boundary condition (8) can be expressed as
where L(I, y) is the effective inductance, which expanded to second order in I takes the form
where the L ij coefficients are defined as
Note that we have neglected the I 2 y term in (11) (7) is the following:
where
Considering the transmission line phase field at the location x = −l/2, where the field is pumped and probed (see Fig. 1 ), the perturbative solution (15) can be obtained from the following single mode equation for φ(−l/2, t) ≡ φ(t):
The awkward nonlinear termφ 3 can be eliminated by redefining the phase mode coordinate as φ = ψ(1 + Γψ 2 ), provided |Γ|φ 2 1, where
The mode equation (19) in terms of the redefined phase coordinate ψ then becomes
Thus, embedding a SQUID in a microwave transmission line induces a cubic nonlinearity in the effective single mode equations (under the conditions of small currents as compared with the Josephson junction critical current), resulting in the familiar (undamped) Duffing oscillator.
We now restore the mechanical degree of freedom y(t) by assuming that for small and slow displacements [conditions (a) and (d) above], the interaction with ψ can be obtained by expanding ω T [through its dependence on Φ ext (y)] to first order in y in Eq. (21) to obtain
Equation (9) for the mechanical oscillator, together with Eq. (22) for the phase coordinate, follow from the Lagrangian:
Introduce the phase momentum coordinate p ψ = ∂L/∂ψ = m ψψ and raising (lowering)
satisfying the usual commutation relations, where the effective phase mass is m ψ = 1 2
In terms of the raising (lowering) operators, the Hamiltonian operator is
where, for notational convenience, hats on the operators and the minus superscript on the lowering operators will be suppressed from now on. The parameter characterizing the strength of the interaction between the transmission line mode and mechanical oscillator mode is
where ∆ zp = /(2mω m ) is the zero-point displacement uncertainty. The parameter K d characterizing the strength of the Duffing nonlinear term takes the form
which has been written in such a way as to make clear its various dependencies. In particular, 
As already noted, Eq. (26) without the Duffing nonlinearity coincides with the Hamiltonian commonly used to describe the single mode of an optical cavity interacting with a mechanical mirror via the radiation pressure. However, we have just seen that embedding a SQUID within a microwave transmission line cavity induces a tunable Duffing self-interaction term as well; it is not so easy to achieve a similar, tunable nonlinearity in the optical cavity counterpart.
B. Open System Dynamics
Up until now we have considered the transmission line, SQUID and mechanical oscillator as an isolated system. It is straightforward to couple the transmission line to an external pump-probe feedline and mechanical oscillator to a thermal bath using the 'in-out' formalism of Gardiner and Collett. 37 Assuming weak system-bath couplings justify making the rotating wave approximation (RWA), and furthermore making a Markov approximation for the bath dynamics, the following Langevin equations can be derived for the system mode operators in the Heisenberg picture:
where γ bm is the mechanical oscillator amplitude damping rate due to coupling to the bath, γ pT is the transmission line mode damping rate due to coupling to the pump-probe line, and
we have also assumed that the small Duffing coupling K d and transmission line-mechanical oscillator coupling K T m justify applying the RWA to the transmission line mode operator terms. The 'in' bath and probe line operators are defined as
where t > t 0 , with the states of the pump-probe line and oscillator bath assigned at t 0 , interpreted as the initial time in the past before the measurement commences. For completeness, we have also included a classical, external time-dependent force F ext (t) acting on the mechanical oscillator, although we shall not address the force detection sensitivity in the present work.
It will be convenient to work with the Fourier transformed Langevin equations. With (31) and (32) become
III. DETECTOR RESPONSE
The probe line observables are expressed in terms of the 'out' mode operator:
where t 1 > t. The 'out' and 'in' probe operators are related via the following useful identity:
which allows us to obtain the expectation value of a given observable once a T (t) is determined. As illustrative expectation value, we shall consider the variance in the probe line reflected current in a given bandwidth δω centered about the signal frequency of interest
where, in addition to the ensemble average, there is also a time average denoted by the overbar, with the averaging time taken to be the duration of the measurement T M , assumed much longer than all other timescales associated with the detector dynamics. In particular, time averaging is required when F ext (t) has a deterministic time dependence. 
From the form of the K T m coupling term in Eq. (32), we can see that the motion of the mechanical resonator modulates the transmission line frequency, and thus a complimentary way to transduce displacements besides measuring the current amplitude, is to measure the frequency-dependent, relative phase shift between the 'in' pump drive current and 'out' probe current using the homodyne detection procedure. 38 While we shall focus on amplitude detection, the homodyne method can be straighforwardly addressed and is expected to give similar results for the quantum limited detection sensitivity.
Substituting Eq. (34) into (35), we obtained the following single equation for the transmission line mode operator a T :
with mechanical signal operator
and noise operator
For small signal strength, it is assumed that Eq. (39) can be solved as a series expansion up to first order in A(ω, ω ), giving the usual linear-response approximation. I.e., a
T (ω), where the noise component a 
where the first square bracketed term gives the signal contribution to the detector response and the second square bracketed term gives the noise contribution.
As 'in' states, we consider the mechanical oscillator bath to be in a thermal state at temperature T and the pump line to be in a coherent state centered about the pump frequency
where |0 p is the vacuum state and
The coherent state coordinate α(ω) is parametrized such that the expectation value of the right-propagating 'in' current I in (x, t) with respect to this coherent state has amplitude I 0 , where
with v p = 1/ L p C p the wave propagation velocity in the pump probe line.
With the pump probe line in a coherent state, we assume that for large drive currents Eq. (39) can be approximately solved using a semiclassical, 'mean field' approximation, where the quantum fluctuation δa T (ω) = χδ(ω − ω p ). Substituting this expression into Eq. (A3), we obtain for the amplitude χ:
with
where ∆ω = ω p − ω T is the detuning of the pump frequency ω p from the transmission line resonance frequency ω T . Using the expressions for B(ω p , 0) and D(ω p ), Eq. (50) can be written as
where the effective Duffing coupling is defined as
Notice that the interaction between the transmission line and mechanical oscillator induces an additional Duffing nonlinearity (the second term involving K T m in K) in the transmission line mode amplitude effective equations of motion (52) . However, in contrast with the K d nonlinearity, which can be tuned to have either sign, the former mechanically-induced nonlinearity is always negative and thus has a "spring-softening" affect on the transmission line mode. Interestingly, by choosing an appropriate compensating "spring hardening" K d > 0, the effective Duffing constant K can in principle be completely suppressed so that the next non-vanishing higher order nonlinearity would govern the mode amplitude dynamics.
Once we have the solution for a
T (ω) , the solutions for the quantum signal a
T (ω) and quantum noise δa 
where the α i (ω) and β i (ω) functions are defined in Eqs. (A8), (A9), (A12), and (A13).
Substituting Eqs. (54) and (55) into the expression (46) for a out (ω) and then evaluating the signal component of the detector response (38), we obtain
where n(ω) = (e ω/k B T − 1) −1 is the thermal average occupation number for bath mode ω.
In the limit of small drive current amplitude I 0 → 0, we have
and we see that the signal spectrum comprises two Lorentzian peaks centered at ω p ± ω m .
The ω p + ω m peak corresponds to phase preserving detection, in the sense that a
42 Increasing the drive current amplitude causes the peaks to shift, and the peak widths relative to their height to change, signifying renormalization of the mechanical oscillator frequency and damping rate. The noise component of the detector response is
where the integral term involving the β i (ω) functions includes the back reaction noise on the mechanical oscillator and the term involving Z p describes the probe line zero-point fluctuations added at the output.
In Sec. V we will numerically evaluate Eqs. (56) and (57) and in particular compare the detector noise with the minimum noise bound discussed by Caves 12, 42 that follows from the Heisenberg uncertainty principle for the detector: We first express the transmission line mode coordinate in terms of its phase and amplitude:
where the amplitude M is a positive real constant and recall χ is defined through the relation
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (60) by their complex conjugates and substituting E = M 2 ,
we obtain the following third-order polynomial in E:
The bifurcation line in current drive and detuning parameter space that delineates between the single solution and bistable solution regions occurs where the susceptibility ∂E/∂ω p diverges. If we further impose the condition that the transition between the two regions is continuous, i.e. ∂ 2 ω p /∂ 2 E = 0, we obtain the bistability onset critical point. From Eq. (62), these two requirements can be written
Solving these equations simultaneously for E and ∆ω = ω p − ω T yields the following bistability onset critical values:
Substituting these critical values into Eq. (62) gives
Finally, using Eq. (61) we obtain the driving current critical amplitude:
Note, the requirement that we operate below the Josephson critical current, I 0 < I c , gives a lower limit on the value of |K| for which our system can approach the bistability onset.
The boundary of the bistable region that is given by the vanishing susceptibility equation (63) can be expressed in units of the bistability onset critical current I bi and detuning value ∆ω bi using Eqs. (67) and (65) to obtain
where the ± roots give the upper and lower boundaries of the bistable region, respectively (see Fig. 2 ). As mentioned in the preceding section, care must be taken when applying our semiclassical, mean field approximations to the detector signal and noise response when approaching closely the bifurcation boundary lines. Fluctuation-induced jumps between the small and large amplitude solutions of the transmission line mode can occur that are not accounted for in the mean field approximation. Nevertheless, in the next two sections we shall in some instances evaluate the detector response close the boundaries of the bistability region. For example, we shall see that significant improvements in cooling can be achieved provided a way is found to keep the transmission line mode on the low amplitude solution branch when operating in the bistable region. give the direction in which the drive current is varied in order to enter the bistable region on the small amplitude branch.
V. DISPLACEMENT DETECTION
Assuming that γ bm γ pT , i.e., the unrenormalized mechanical oscillator amplitude damping rate is much smaller than the transmission line oscillator amplitude damping rate, then the detector spectral noise and response in the mechanical signal bandwidth is approximately white over a large range of drive current and detuning parameter space. The mechanical signal and noise response spectra are therefore approximately Lorentzian and Eqs. (56) and (57) can be parametrized as
where G ± is the phase preserving (conjugating) gain (in W·m −2 ), n(R ω ω m ) is the mechanical oscillator's external bath occupation number at its renormalized frequency R ω ω m , R γ γ bm is the renormalized (i.e., net) mechanical oscillator damping rate, and the detector back reaction noise on the oscillator is effectively that of a thermal bath with damping rate γ back = γ bm (R γ − 1) and thermal average occupation number n ± back . Note, from here on we do not consider an external classical force driving the mechanical oscillator; the focus is on displacement detection rather than force detection. The added noise term in Eq. (70) comprises output noise that is not due to the action of the detector on the mechanical oscillator; the added noise is present even when there is no coupling to the mechanical oscillator, i.e., when K T m = 0. In the absence of the transmission line Duffing nonlinearity, the added noise simply consists of the probe line zero-point fluctuations ω s δω/(4πZ p ). However, with the Duffing nonlinearity present, the added noise will be in excess of the probe line zero-point fluctuations.
The convenient Lorentzian parametrization approximations of the mechanical signal (69) and noise response spectra (70) that provide the above-described effective thermal description of the back reaction noise will break down as one approaches arbitrarily closely the jump points at the ends of the small or large amplitude transmission line oscillator solution branches occuring at the boundaries of the bistable region indicated in Fig. 2 . This is a consequence of the diverging damping (i.e., ring-down) time of transmission line mode.
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Thus, when numerically solving (56) and (57) to extract the effective thermal properties of the detector back reaction, it is important to always check the accuracy of the Lorentzian spectrum approximation.
For sufficiently large gain (i.e., large current drive amplitude), we can neglect the added noise contribution and we have for the noise-to-signal response ratio when the mechanical oscillator external bath is at absolute zero [i.e., n(R ω ω m ) = 0]:
On the other hand, in the large gain limit the Caves noise lower bound (58) gives a noise-tosignal ratio of one. For large gain, we typically have |2n ± back + 1| 1 and thus to approach the Caves bound necessarily requires |γ back | γ bm .
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As an example, we numerically solve for the signal and noise contributions of the detector response, Eqs. (56) and (57) 
The advantage of using a spring softening nonlinearity, K d < 0, is clearly evident in Fig. 3 , where we plot the noise versus response signal under increasing current drive for a transmission line both with and without Duffing term driven on resonance, ∆ω = ω p − ω T = 0. We also plot the response of the nonlinear transmission line for several positively detuned values, ∆ω = ω p − ω T > 0. Termination of the curves indicates the signal value at which the damping renormalization R γ = 0, beyond which the derived solutions become unphysical due to the net mechanical damping rate becoming negative and hence the motion unstable about the original fixed point. Note that the same criterion, namely R γ > 0, is employed throughout the paper in order to ensure stability of the system. Again, the semiclassical, mean field approximation is expected to break down in the vicinity of termination points, where large fluctuations in the mechanical oscillator amplitude occur. In Fig. 3 , we see that with positive detuning, we can further approach the Caves bound. However, this is at the expense of reduced gain; depending on one's point of view, large renormalizations of the mechanical oscillator damping rate (and frequency) due to detector back action may or may not be allowed in detector displacement sensitivity figures of merit, affecting the maximum achievable gain as one approaches more closely the Caves bound.
The trends displayed in Fig. 3 can be partly explained by invoking Fig. 4 , which indicates qualitatively the force on the mechanical oscillator due to the microwave transmission line 'ponderomotive radiation pressure' force, both with vanishing and with nonzero Duffing nonlinearity and also for 'red' and 'blue' pump frequency detunings. The work done on the mechanical oscillator by the radiation pressure force during one period of motion, due to the delayed transmission line resonator response, is given by the area enclosed within the hysteresis loop 44, 45 and can be related to the steady-state back action damping rate through
where W is the work done on the mechanical oscillator,Ē is the average oscillator energy and τ is the period of motion. When frequency pulling is taken into account, the usual notions of red-detuned (∆ω < 0) or blue-detuned (∆ω > 0) hold only in the weak drive limit. We will assume red (blue)-detuned to correspond to drive and detuning values ∆ω where the net work done on the oscillator is negative (positive) as seen in Fig. 4 . For a Tuning the sign of the Duffing coupling K (53) to be positive, so that we have a hardening spring, results in an increased back action damping rate for blue detuning, and hence a corresponding decrease in signal to noise relative to the harmonic transmission line resonator detector case.
VI.
COOLING
Referring to the parametrizations (69) and (70) of the signal and noise components of the detector response, we define the mechanical oscillator's net occupation number through the following equation:
where the net damping rate is γ net = γ bm + γ back = R γ γ bm . The oscillator's net occupation number is then
In order to cool a mechanical oscillator to its ground state using detector back action, we therefore require a large detector back action damping rate, equivalently large damping rate renormalization R γ 1, together with a small detector back action effective occupation number n ± back
1.
Referring to Fig. 4 , operating closer to the bistability increases the negative work done per cycle on the oscillator by the cavity and hence increases the back action damping rate for given current drive. In Fig. 5 , we plot the mechanical oscillator damping rate renormalization factor R γ , using the same parameter values as in Sec. V (e.g., Duffing coupling K d = −3.4 × 10 −6 ), but with a larger yet still feasible mechanical quality factor Q m = 10 4 (which we shall adopt throughout this section). We clearly see the enhanced damping as one approaches the onset of bistability given by I bi (67) and ∆ω bi < 0 (65).
For the example parameter choices of Sec. V, we have ω m /γ pT ≈ 0.5 and thus we are operating in the so-called bad cavity limit, where cooling close to the ground state (i.e., n net 1) is not possible. 12, 46, 47 While it is not difficult to achieve the good cavity limit ω m > γ pT simply by realizing sufficiently large quality factor superconducting microwave resonators, together with high frequency mechanical resonators, 11 it is nevertheless worthwhile to address how nonlinearities can improve on the cooling limits in the bad-cavity case.
With the fundamental motivation to demonstrate macroscopic quantum behavior, the anticipated trend is to work with increasingly massive and hence lower frequency oscillators, making it progressively more difficult to achieve the good cavity limit.
In Fig. 6 , we plot the dependence of detector's noise effective back action occupation number n back on microwave drive current amplitude at the detuning bias ∆ω = − ω 2 m + γ are due solely to enhancements in the detector's back action damping rate for given drive; as can be seen from Fig. 6 , the absolute minimum attainable detector effective occupation number is the same both in the presence and absence of the transmission line resonator Duffing nonlinearity. While the effects of enhanced back action damping may be beneficial in situations where one is facing constraints on the maximum achievable drive power, 11 it would nevertheless be more significant if reductions in detector effective occupation number could similarly be achieved through nonlinear effects. To see how this might be possible, we consider detunings corresponding to the pump frequency being to the left and away from the cavity resonance, i.e., |∆ω| > |∆ω bi |, ∆ω < 0. For such detunings, the mechanical oscillator 'sees' a transmission line resonator effective quality factor that is determined by the steeper slope on the left side of the response curve (see Fig. 4 ). As we drive the transmission line resonator towards the lower bistable boundary (see Fig. 2 ), the slope of the response curve increases sharply and mimics a resonator with larger quality factor, effectively getting closer to the good cavity limit and hence resulting in a lower detector occupation number.
12,46,47
Continuing to drive the transmission line resonator into the bistable region, and assuming that the resonator can be maintained on the low amplitude, red-detuned solution branch, 48 the detector effective occupation number further decreases while the back action damping rate on the mechanical resonator increases (as explained by Fig. 4) . Eventually, the transmission line resonator becomes unstable at the upper bistable boundary indicated in Fig. 2 , and the oscillator jumps to the larger amplitude, blue-detuned solution (see Fig. 7 ). In Fig. 8 , we plot the dependence of the detector effective occupation number n back on current drive for an example detuning value of ∆ω = −2 ω 2 m + γ effective quality factor can be seen to significantly affect cooling of the mechanical motion, even for relatively large external temperatures.
In the numerical solutions to Eqs. (56) and (57), the Lorentzian parametrizations (69) and (70) were found to give good approximations even when the upper bistable boundary is approached quite closely. This is a consequence of the wide separation in the relaxation rates that determine the line widths of the harmonic transmission line resonator and unrenormalized mechanical oscillator modes, i.e., γ bm γ pT . The upper bistable boundary has to be approached pretty closely in order for the nonlinear transmission line resonator ring-down time to exceed the renormalized mechanical oscillator damping time, resulting in the breakdown of the effective thermal description of the detector back reaction. In all of the plots shown in this section, the Lorentzian approximation is a good one over the resolvable scale of the plots. The actual minimum temperature that can be achieved depends on the upper drive threshold where the Lorentzian approximation breaks down, as well as on the ability to keep the transmission line resonator on the small amplitude solution branch; the latter condition becomes progressively more difficult to satisfy as the upper boundary is approached, owing to the increasing probability of noise-induced jumps to the large amplitude branch.
A Duffing transmission line resonator nonlinearity can also produce cooling gains in the good cavity limit. In Fig. 10 , we consider a transmission line resonator with Q T = 1000, giving ω m /γ pT = 1.6, and compare the nonlinear transmission line resonator with the harmonic resonator approximation at optimal harmonic detuning. Again, by detuning to twice the optimal harmonic resonator value, ∆ω = −2 ω 2 m + γ 2 pT ≈ 2.2∆ω bi , we see that the effective back action occupation number decreases, while the back action damping increases as the system is driven towards the upper boundary of the bistable region. Driving a Duffing transmission line resonator at twice the optimal harmonic detuning can yield a detector occupation number (2n back + 1) ≈ 0.06 just below the upper boundary of the bistable region, which is equivalent to an effective harmonic resonator quality factor of Q nonlinear effects is 2n back +1 = 0.13. In Fig. 11 , we plot the net mechanical occupation number for the good cavity transmission line resonator both in the presence and absence of the Duffing nonlinearity. Again, we see the strong cooling effects provided by frequency pulling of the cavity response. As discussed above, the minimum achievable net occupation number will depend on the threshold drive for which the Lorentzian approximation breaks down, as well as on the ability to lock the transmission line resonator onto the small amplitude solution branch in the bistable region.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have provided a quantum analysis of a nonlinear microwave amplifier for displacement detection and cooling of a mechanical oscillator. The amplifier comprises a microwave stripline resonator with embedded dc SQUID. The SQUID gives rise to an effective, Duffingtype nonlinearity in the fundamental microwave mode equations, as well as a ponderomotivetype coupling between the microwave and fundamental mechanical modes. It was found that a spring-softening Duffing nonlinearity enables a closer approach to the standard quantum limit for position detection as expressed by the Caves bound, as well as cooling closer to the mechanical mode ground state. These findings can be qualitatively explained by considering the effects of frequency pulling in the response curve of the transmission line resonator 'ponderomotive force' acting on the mechanical oscillator (see Fig. 4 ). With blue detuning, the decrease in damping allows for a closer approach to the quantum limit with large amplifier gain. Conversely, red detuning towards the bistable point of the force response curve in-creases the back action damping, improving the thermal contact to the detector 'cold load'.
Furthermore, effectively increasing the cavity quality factor due to the nonlinearity mimics the so-called good cavity limit in the harmonic case, allowing cooling closer to the ground state.
The present investigation has by no means exhaustively searched the large parameter space of the transmission line resonator-embedded SQUID-mechanical resonator system for establishing the optimal displacement detection sensitivity and cooling parameters. Rather, our intention has been to point out general trends, using specific parameter values as illustrative examples. It may be that other choices of parameters (e.g., using a mechanical resonator with a smaller quality factor) lead to a closer approach to the standard quantum limit, or to cooling closer to the ground state.
The semiclassical, mean field methods employed in the present work do not take into account classical or quantum noise-induced jumps between the small and large amplitude metastable solutions that become more likely as the bistability region boundaries are approached. Unless ways can be found to keep the transmission line resonator locked onto the smaller amplitude solution branch, 48 the predicted effects of nonlinearity-induced cooling will be less substantial, as it will be necessary to operate deeper in the bistability region to avoid jumps. The driven microwave mode amplitude dynamics in the vicinity of the bistable region boundaries is still a relatively unexplored area that requires more sophisticated theoretical techniques in order to elucidate the fluctuations between the small and large amplitude metastable solution branches. 40, 41, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53 This will be the subject of a future investigation. 
